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In Search of a Sea Route tu Siberia, 1553-1619
T. ARMSTRONG*

INTRODUCTION

The discoveryby western Europeansof the beginnings of a sea
route along the north coast of Eurasia (Fig. 1) in the second
half of the sixteenth centuryis quite well documented. Richard
Hakluyt and his successor
Samuel.Purchas. werethechief
agents inpreserving far us a series of accounts which allow us
to discern themain outline of what wenton. Through themwe
know quite well about the pioneering voyages (as far as the
English were concerned) of Sir Hugh Willougliby to the Mmman coast and of Richard Chancellor to the White
S
e
a
, in.
1553-54; of Steven Burrough, who reached the island of Vaygach in 1556; of Arthur Pet and Charles Jackman, who also
reached Vaygach, in 1580; and, through a Dutch source, of
Willem Barents’s remarkable voyages.
to Svalbard and Novaya
Zemlya in 1594-1597, The cumulative effect of,these voyages
was to make western
,Europeansaware that it was possible, but
difficult, to sail eastward to thestraits which separate what we.
now call the Barents and the ,Kara seas. But none of the recorded voyageswas able to conquerthe ice andto proceed farther eastward thanthat, and itwas not until the eighteenth century that we read of specific voyages, this time Russian, deep
into the Kara Sea.
That is the storyas it comes across in the-historiesof exploration. The whole truth, if we could ever ascertain it, would no
doubt be a good deal more complex than that. The western
European activity in these waters may have been more extensive than Hakluyt and Purchas allow; and more important, the
locals, whether Norse, Finno-Ugrians, or Slavs, may have
known a great deal more than their inalrility to write has permitted us,to take account of. My object in this paper is to see
whether recent. research can help,is to raise the veil a little on
some .of these possibiiities.
VOYAGES FROM WESTERN’EUROPE

There is a small untied end in the collection of documents
printed b y - Purchas(1625:Vol 3:804-806). He includes a
report - it was one of the documents Purchas obtainedfram
,Hakluyt’sestate afterthe latter’s death - written in 1584 by
some unnamed Russiansin answer toa letter they had received
from Antony Marsh, a chief factor of the Russia Company.
Marsh. was evidently-trying to get these four.men .to make a
trading voyage on.his.behalf from Arkhangel’sk to the River
Ob’, which lies well within the Kara Sea; They expressed willingness, and it seems that they didlater do so, travelling over-
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land by the river system. But in their reply they made the interesting remark “Heretofore your people have bin at the said
River of Obs mouth with a Ship, and there was made shipwracke, and your people were slaine by the .Samoeds, which
thought that they came to rob and subduethem.” The point is,
who could these unfortunates have been? No English voyage
to the Ob’ in the years immediately preceding 1584 is known.
A. E.Nordenskiold(1881:229-2301, in one of themany
historical asides in his narrative ofhisown
magnificent
pioneering voyage in the Vega through the Northeast Passage
in 1878-79, picks up this remark. He says that while some
think the shipwrecked party might have been that of Charles
Jackman, the companionof Arthur Pet lost sight of by the consort vessel off Kolguyev in 1580, he (Nordenskiold) thinks it
morelikely to havebeen James Bassendine,anotherEnglishman whose instructions.to make a voyage to the Ob’ were
printed by Hakluyt (1589:406-407, where the date is mistakenlygivenas1588
rather than1568). But neither of these
possibilities is at all likely. After Jackman had been lost sight
of, he reappearedon the coast of Norway, where hewintered,
and then went on to Iceland-the following year, there again
disappearing, thistime.finally..Nordenskioldcannothave
noticed this information, which is given in a note.appended by
HaMuyt (1598-16OO:Voi. 1:453) to the account as retooldin his
second edition:As for Bassendine, there is no certainty that his
expedition ever. went at all, and
even
itif
did, the
“heretofore” of the Russians’ account would- havebeen16
years before, which is somewhat unlikely.
Wherethenmightthe
ship havecomefrom?Amongthe
English- there was:unquestionablya keen .desire to extend the
sea route eastward, for reasons of trade. Marsh’s four .Russians and Bassendine’s party. were two examples
of the attempt
.
to explore ‘what layin theKara. Sea.. Thesepointswillbe
discussed further.below;. While Hakluyt has indeed performed
a great service .in..preserving.so many documents .relative- to
north. Europe and especially to the Russia Company, itclear
is
that his coverage was not exhaustive:T., S . Willan, the historian of.the Russia Company, shows that.not only did the Company itself senda good many s h i p t o the White Sea - averaging . I O a year in the early 1580s - but a number of English
private traders were a l s o q i n g to get, and getting, a foothold
in Russia by t.his route. Some of these latter were former servants
of
the Russia. company^ (Willan, 1956:129-156,
180-181). We have no detailedaccounts .of my of these
voyages, and even one that ended.in disaster might have at-

.
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FIG.I .

Modern map of the north coast of Eurasia.

tracted no special attention, given the high .incidence of ship- these waters for navigation: the local natives of the north, who
wreck on the voyages we do .know about. .So there are many in historicaltimes musthavebeenSamoyeds,todaycalled
Nentsy; the Norse; and the Slavs.
The first two can be quickly
possibilities, and the right answer may never emerge.
dealt with.
One maynoteafinalpoint.PurchasreceivedtheMarsh
The question of seafaring by northern natives at this period
documents from Hakluyt, so one must assume that Hakluyt
had some reason for not using them himself (the date,
1584, has been studied very little. Can it be said of the shores of the
makes it probable that he could have placed them in either of Kara Sea, as certainly can be said of large parts of the Canadian Arctic archipelago, that they were known to natives long
.his editions). What, that reason was we cannot tell. Perhaps it
was in some way connected with the fact that Marsh himself before the first white man from the south came into the area?
of the
was not the most trustworthy of men.He got a bad name with The answer is probably yes, but to the predecessors
Nentsy rather than to the Nentsy themselves. The territory of
the Company by trading in Muscovy on his own behalf, and
the Nentsy extended from just east of the White Sea to the
incurring vast debts which the Moscow government forced the
Company to honour (Willan,1956: 196-198),and Hakluyt was Yenisey and beyond. They had boats, but the types they were
in the
rather close to the Company’s administration. But this isonly found to be .using when the Russians described them
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries- small clinker-built hulls
one of a number of possible reasons.
or dugout canoes - were borrowed from their neighbours or
from the Russians. They often borrowed not only the design,
LOCAL SEAFARERS
but the boats themselves, preferring this to constructing their
own. L. V. Khomich (1966142-45,75, IO),an authority in all-these matters, makes no attempt to describe Nentsy seafaring
Apartfrom.theincoming“discoverers”fromthewest,
as being important or far-ranging.
three local groups are likely to have .played a role in using
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But the Nentsy have probably occupied this coastal
area, es- be formed by thewestcoastofNovayaZemlya,aregion
abounding in sea mammals, and this might therefore constitute
pecially around the lower Ob’ and Yenisey, only since about
evidence that it wasknown to Norsemen (Nansen, 1911: Vol.
the time of the first western or Russian accounts. However,
their predecessors, whose ethnic affiliation it is not possible to2:164-165).Walrusivorytraded
in westernEuropeatthat
determine, unquestionably were hunters of sea mammals, estime is believedto have come from thisarea, but it is not clear
pecially walrus. Archaeological sites at the northern end
of whethertheNorsemenwerethehunters
or themiddlemen
Yamal provide the evidence, and have been dated to around (Tegengren, 1962: 26, 33-36). However, by the sixteenth cenloo0 A.D. (Chernetsov, 1935: 132). This people was probably tury there are no reports of Norse hunting voyages
in these
assimilated by the Nentsy, so it is possible that the boats they waters. Nansen (191 1:Vol. 2:166-181) postulates a gradual
used (of which no remains survive) were the easily portable
decline, brought about largely by politicalevents in theinskinboatsdescribed
by BurroughonVaygach
in1556
tervening centuries.
(Hakluyt, 1589:319). Thus one must suppose that there was
There remain the Slavs, andin their case thereis more solid
coastalseafaring in thesouthwestern Kara Seainthefirst
evidence, both historical and archaeological, of quite considmillennium A.D. In the southeastern Barents Sea the same sort erable activity. Men of Novgorod reached the White Sea litof evidence relates to an earlier period. The people living on toral by the twelfth century at the latest- and possibly a good
the Murman coast in the first millenium B.C. evidently hunted deal earlier - and they moved eastward overland in the same
seals (Okladnikov, 1959:36), whichwould have been found in century. It is not known when they may have started making
the White Sea. How far afield these two groups sailed is not
sea voyages eastward along the coast.There is some evidence
clear; it may not have been very far, since the sea mammals
that the sea routeas faras the Pechora wasknown in the early
they were hunting were available close at hand (in the White
fourteenth century (Belov, 1956:34), but it is quite clear that
Sea andtheOb’ estuary, forinstance). But thecoastswill
by the middle of the sixteenth, when the first foreigners sailed
surely have been familiar to them, and perhaps over a long disbeyond the White Sea, there were plenty of Slavs about
tance.Notracesofnativehabitationhavebeenfoundon
Muscovites as well as people from Novgorod.
Novaya Zemlya dating from before 1872, when Nentsy first
Here we come back to Hakluyt and Purchas as our informsettled there (Khomich, 1966: 17).
ants, for there is a notable lack of Russian accounts of any sea
Norse hunters of seal and walrus were activein and around voyages.StevenBurrough,whoreachedtheKarastraits
in
the Barents Sea from probably the ninth century, when Ottar
August 1556, met a Russian walrus hunter called Loshak when
mentions this, aS reported by Nansen (1911: Vol2: 135-147). he was anchored at a small island off the south coast of Novaya
Nansen goes on to suggest that they
would have pursued these Zemlya.ThisLoshaksaidhe
had seenBurroughat
Kola
animals eastward and northward, and points to medieval Ice- earlier in the season, and was very helpful, offering to take
landic geographical ideas which included a continuous coasthim to the Ob’. However, the ice prevented them, and Loshak
line from the White Sea (Bjarmeland) northward and westwardleft, along with two other boats of Russians from the Pechora
to Greenland(Fig. 2). The most easterly part of the line
would (Hakluyt,1589:318-319).Sometimebetween1558and1567
Richard Johnson, a Russia Company employee, collected a
traveller’s tale from a Russian called Tovtigin about the Ob’
river and the savage Samoyeds who lived on and beyond
it
(Hakluyt, 1589:389). The four Russians with
whomAntony
Marsh was in contact in 1584 offered to make the journey to
the Ob’ by sea, if Marsh wished, saying they would travel by
way ofVaygach,NovayaZemlya,
and “theland of Matpheove” (taken by C. T. Beke (De Veer, 1876:87-88) to mean
the north island of Novaya Zemlya, thus implying a passage
through the strait of MatochkinShar; but much more likely to
mean Matveyev Ostrov in the southeastern Barents Sea, for it
was said to be “but a small matterto sayle” by that route from
Vaygach to the mouth of the Ob’).
If we move on another 25 years, more evidence appears.
Purchas reports a number of relevant matters. He has the account by William Gordon of Hullof his voyage to the Pechora
in 1611, and Gordon records meeting 10 boats of Russian walrus hunters bound from Pinega on the White Sea to Novaya
Zemlya (Purchas, 1625:Vol.3531). In the Pechora estuary he
met 28 more boats, most of them bound from the White Sea to
Mangazeya on the east side of the Ob’ estuary; this flotilla,
said his companion William Pursglove, carried over 200 men
(Purchas, 1625:Vol. 3547). Gordon refers shortly afterwards
FIG.2. The conception of the northern and western lands and islands in Norse
literature (Nansen, 191 1:Vol. 2:2).
to 30 boats at the Pechora (Purchas, 1625:Vol. 3:534), but it is
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not clear whether these overlap with the others he mentioned
and would have entered the Ob’ estuary at its mouth.
earlier. Josias Logan, who was on the same voyage and was
The reason for the Russian advance into this area was the
left to winter over at Pustozersk on the Pechora, talked to a
pursuit of fur-bearing animals such as the sable. The district
Russian who described to him the sea route to the Ob’ (Purwas called Mangazeya - a name derived from the group of
chas, 1625:Vol. 3543): it involved sailing through Yugorskiy Samoyeds who lived as nomads thereabouts, and rendered in
Shar to Yamal, and then apparently right round that peninsula the early English accounts as Molgomzay, Molgomzaia, Monand into theOb’ estuary beyond it. A more usual route crossedgunzea,Mongozey, and othervariants. Much researchhas
Yamal by rivers and portage,as is describedby Richard Finch been done in the last decadeor so on the town of Mangazeya,
of the same voyage (Purchas, 1625:Vol. 3539).
including a full-scale archaeological excavation. The driving
This body of evidence, as well as others, also contains inforce behind this has been the Soviet historian M.I. Belov. The
dications of voyages beyond the Ob’. The Dutchman Isaac
town was founded in 1 6 0 1 , although the first foundations of
Massa’s Korr Verhael, published by HesselGerritsz
in one building are dated at 1594, implying that it was from a
Amsterdam
in
1612, mentions
an
apparently
successful
time when there was no town there but perhapsjust a hunting
voyage from theOb’ to the Yenisey River under the command post (Belov, 1972:176). Another post in the area, Tazovskiy
of one Luka. Translations of this
may be found in Purchas
Gorodok,has
been dated by dendrochronologyat
1572
(1625:Vol. 3522-529), inWitsen
(1705:732-735), anda
(Belov, 1979:211). The townwasinits
timethe most adfuller one in Baddeley (1919:Vol. 2:3-12). Baddeley believes
vancedoutpostofMuscovitepower
in thenortheast,and
the voyage took place between 1605 and 161 1. Massa notes
therefore served as base for parties exploiting fursin not only
that it was a pity the Dutch had not up to then succeeded in the
getimmediatevicinity(itselfanareaprobably
as big as
tingbeyondVaygach(despiteBarents’smagnificentvoyages
England) but further to the east and north. The onward routes
in the 159Os), for if they hadstayed in the Pechora region,.they were chiefly by river - there was a relatively easy passage
up
would surely have been shown the way by friendly Russians. the Taz and over a portage to the Yenisey - but the sea was
Massa’s account mentions the Tungus (“Tingoesy”), and the
also used. The type of shipmost frequently used for seagoing
rivers Yenisey and Pyasina (“Pesida”), indicating knowledge voyages was thekoch, which had a cargo capacity of40 tomes
of country far beyond the Ob’
- but a sea link with these areas and carried a crew of 10-15. Belov (1972: 179)reckons 25-30
is not specifically mentioned, and it is much more likely that
of these visited Mangazeya annually. The first major sea trip
inland waterways were the routes used. Purchas
(1625:Vol. 3:
by Mangazeyamerchantsandhunterstothebaseofthe
530) prints an accountby an anonymous Russian, translatedby
Taymyr peninsula took place in 1610 (Belov, 1979:212). An
Richard Finch and brought to England probably in
1612 by
even more recent publication by Belov et al. (1980: 108-127)
John Merrick of the Russia Company, in which more placedeals in considerabledetailwiththeseaapproachesto
names east of the Ob’
are mentioned, including the Kheta river Mangazeya. But there is no evidence ofanyvoyageatthis
(“Geta”), where Russiansare said to have lived for six years. period reaching further up the Taymyr coast than the Pyasina
But again, inland routes are the likeliest means of access to
river.
these places. Logan is reported (Purchas, 1625:Vol. 3:544) to
Most of the seagoing traffic to and from Mangazeya would
have been Russian, of course. But it may be inferred that forhave been told by a local about the Pyasina (“Peasida”, but
eign ships did also travel that way, because
in 1619 Tsar Mikthe word also connoted the whole peninsula of Taymyr) and
the Khatanga (“Catonga”) - this last the furthest east of all
hail Fedorovich issued a decree forbidding use of the sea route
to Mangazeya, and the likely reason for this is that foreign
the places mentioned at this time. Pursglove’s account (PurtraderswereavoidingRussiancustoms
by so doing. Belov
chas, 1625:Vol. 3551) confirms the story, calling that river
the Catowga. The Kheta and the Khatanga flow into the Laptev
(1956:1 1 1) has recorded his suspicions that there was even a
threat to Russian sovereignty over these remote regions. This
Sea.
The apparent increasein activity at about theturnof the cen- isnotwhollyimpossible,forthereisgoodevidencethat
James I of England, acting through the Russia Company,had
tury may have a real basis in fact. It was at that time that the
designs on north Russian territoryin 1612 (Lubimenko, 1914;
new town of Mangazeya was founded on the Taz River, a right
see also Konovalov, 1950:69-70 for further mention of the
tributary of the Ob’ estuary, and it was reached from European
Russia either by inland waterwaysor by sea. The inland routes area in correspondence between the two monarchs).
do not concern us here, but the sea route is highly relevant. It
There is one other important piece of evidence to be taken
intoaccount in tryingtoestablishthesequenceofearly
followed the course already mentioned: from the White Sea
by
voyages beyond the Yenisey. The remains of human habitation
way of the Pechora estuary to the island of Vaygach, which
were found in the early 1940s at two places some 80 km apart
might be passedoneithersidebutgenerally
on the south,
through Yugorskiy Shar; thence coasting round Baydaratskaya on the northeast coast of Taymyr- at Zaliv Simsa and Ostrov
Faddeya.Theobjectsfoundincludedover
3000 coins, and
Guba, or perhapscrossing it, untilreachingtheriverthen
their analysis made it clear that this was a hunting and trading
called Mutnaya which leads across the peninsula of Yamal,
by
party which had started its journey in Muscovy (Okladnikov,
way of a system of lakes and a portage, to the Ob’ estuarjr;
then turning south up the Estuary, and into the estuary of the
1948). It is evident from the objects found, and from the locaTaz. I believe that occasiohally ships would have followed the tion, which was far from any river and
in part on an island,
coast all the way, not taking advantage of the portage section, that the party must have arrivedby sea. When, and which way
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were they going?The date of collection of the coins suggested
by thecoin expert I. G. Spasskiy was 1617. There are no
reports of anyone navigating offthe Taymyr coast as early as
this. The balance of probabilities had been thought to be that
the party was travelling eastward, probably from Mangazeya,
andwasin
search of the fur-bearers and thenativeswho
caught them in one of the river basins draining into the Laptev
Sea. The argument againsta westward voyage from the Laptev
Sea is mainly thatthere was no Russian base in the Lena valley
at that date from which such an evidentlyelaborate expedition
might have been launched (Armstrong, 1958: 134-138). But
other possibilities exist. We have noted earlier the mention of
the Kheta and Khatanga rivers in English reports of 1611 and
1612. Surely, then, the river andportageroute across the
southern base of Taymyr was well known and used by
Rus-
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sians by those dates, and so might have been usedby the party
whose remains have been found.
Belov (1969: 107-116), however, advances another view.HebelievesSpasskiy’s
date
could be considerablytoo early, and, findingitoddthat
neither the departure of such an important party nor its disappearance is mentioned in the surviving literature, he seeks to
identify it with a voyage by a party under Ivan Tolstoukhov,
whoisbelieved to have sailed eastward along the coast of
Taymyr in 1686-87. Tolstoukhov himself evidently died at the
mouth of the Pyasina, for in 1738 Fedor Minin of the Great
NorthernExpeditionfound
there a cross markedwithhis
name. Furthermore, Belov rulesout a LaptevSea start by
stating that use of the sea route out of Lena to the Anabar (a
sector the lost party would presumably have had to
travel) was
forbidden by the voyevoda of Yakutsk in the 1640s. We have
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FIG. 4.

The Hirsvogel-Herberstein map of Russia, 1546 (Herberstein, 1851-52).

FIG. 5.

William Burrough’s map of north Scandinavia and north Russia, after 1556 (Jenkinson, 1886).
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Ortelius’s edition of Anthony Jenkinson’s map of Russia, 1570 (Bagrow, 1975b:95).

not sufficient evidence onwhich to decide whether the voyage next map of that part of the world (or indeedof the world as a
in order
was made in the first or the last quarterof the seventeenth cen- whole). So it is worth studying the maps of the period
tury: but it was surely within that bracket, and was probably a to see the way in which the coastline to the east of the Kara
pioneer effort (the first certain knowledge of a ship traversing straits is represented.
Two of the earliest maps to show the river
Ob’ were thoseof
those waters was Nordenskiold’s Vega in 1878-79). Myown
preference is for the.earlier date, becausethe prohibitory edict Anton Wied,aDanzigerwhogothisRussianinformation
from a fugitive boyar called Ivan Lyatskiy (Fig.
3); and of
of 16 19 would help account for the virtual absence of other
OR thematerialsbrought
traces of human parries on these shores (which have now been AugustinHit-svogel,whoworked
back from Muscovy by the Ambassador of ,the Holy Roman
fairly frequently visited).
Empire, Sigismund von Herberstein (Fig. 4). These two maps
firstappeared in1542and
1546 (Bagrow,1975b:64-72),
THE CARTOGRAPHIC RECORD
respectively. Neither shows the sea (this being off the edge of
Someindicationsofdiscovery,butnotnecessarilyvery
the map), but Wied shows a broadening of the river which
we
direct ones, may be. gleaned from a study of the maps. of the must take to be the estuary. Wied’s delineationwas copied by
period.The menwhomadethediscoveries
by nomeans
Sebastian Münster on a map of Russia
in his Cosrnosgruphiuof
always made the maps. The new information was commonly
1544, and later by Mercator.
given to a professional mapmaker, who incorporated iton his
in
The entrance to the Kara Sea first appears, appropriately,
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a mapby William Burrough, brother of Steven and participant‘except an exaggerated Ob’ estuary (Bagrow, 1975b: 114). Geronthevoyage of 1556in Searchthrifr. Thismap(Fig.
5 ) , ritDeVeer
did, however,producearemarkablyaccurate
reproduced .in Morgan and Coote’s edition of the Elizabethan large-scale map.of Yugorskiy Shar (Fig. 8).
Anthony Jenkinson’s travels, shows the coast from Norway to The real advance came a little later, with a map produced
in
the island of Vaygach. Jenkinson, though he never went east.1611
of by IsaacMassa,theDutchmanalreadymentioned.
the Wh.ite Seahimself, produced an excellent map of Russia on
Massa had lived i.n Russia from. 1601 to 1609, and knew his
which that region is shown. The map (Fig. 6), evidently made way around, at any rate in ,Moscow. His map (Fig. 9) is the
in the 1560s, is lost, but known
is
from tw printed editions: in first to show the peninsulaof Yamal, together. with. the
river,
Ortelius’s Theatrum orbis terrarum ‘of 1570and- in G. de lake, and portagerouteacrossit;
and, most interestingly,
Jode’s Speculum orbis termrum of 1578. They show a corner Belyy Ostrov (“Boloi ostorf”)i the island off its northern tip.
of the Kara Sea beyond Vaygach,
as far as the Ob’ estuary. But The coast beyond is shown rather less accurately, but
it infrom the lack of any-thing resembling the large peninsula of
cludes the Yenisey estuary and even the. Pyasina. This inforYamal on the west side of the estuary, one must suppose that mation was obtained by Massa from a Russian friend whose
Jenkinson.was simply extrapolating from Burrough, and had
brother had been in those waters, and who gave him, at great
no contact with any Russians who knew the area.
personal risk, a map compiled .on the ,basis of the brother’s
One might expect the next advanceto derive from Barents’s descriptions.Thepenaltyfordiscovery
of thisteak,says
voyages. Theydid of course leadto a much fuller and more ac- Massa, would have been. death (Baddeley, 1919:Vol. 2: 11).
The presence of Belyy Ostrov, not mentioned. in any of the
curate delineation,of Novaya Zemlya (Fig. 7), but the coast
between Vaygach and the Ob’ remained as unreal as it was in earlier accounts or maps, must mean that it was already quite
.Jenkinson - from whom ‘it.was no ,doubt copied (Bagrow,
familiar to Russians.
1975b:103-108).SimilarlyMercator’slastmapofRussia,
The earliest surviving Russian map. of the area is. the sowhich appeared in 1595 after his death, adds little in that area called Godunov map, drawn up for thevoyevoda of Tobol’sk,
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TheGodunovmap
(Bagrow, 1975a:25).
FIG. io.

of Siberia - probablythefirstRussianmap

P. I. Godunov, about 1668(Fig. 10). This is known tous from
various copies, bothRussian(madeofficially
bythe cartographer S . U. Remezov) and Swedish (made highly unofficiallyby persons attached to Swedish embassies to Moscow)
(Bagrow, 1975a:22-30). They relate, aswecan
see, to a
cruder category of map-making, but they contain plenty of information. The fuller cover beyond the Yenisey river reflects
the Russian advanceacross north Asiawhich took place-inthe
middle years of the seventeenth century, and takes us out of
the time frame of this paper. It may be, however, that another
surviving Russian map predates the Godunov map. The same
Remezov prepared, but never completed, an atlas of Siberia
called Khorograjkheskaya chertezhnayakniga. This was in
1697, and the collection of maps was ultimately published by
the cartographic historian Bagrow (1958). In it there is a map
(sheet 115) of the “Mangazeya Sea” [Guba More Mangazey-

of the area.Thisversiondatesfromabout

1668. North is atthebottom

sko], showingthewhole oftheOb’andTaz
estuaries and
much of the drainage into them (Fig. 11). Belov believes this
sheet to have beena fragment of a much earlier compilation of
Russian maps called Bd’shoy chertezh, which was destroyed
in a fire in Moscow in 1626. He dates it at 1601 -1603, on the
grounds that eventsknown to haveoccurred in 1601 are
recorded on-it (Belov et al., 1980: 113-116). That argument is
not strong, but it does seem possible that this sheet is earlier
than the Godunov map.
CONCLUSION

Between one and three thousand years ago, human beings
evidently hunted in those parts of the Barents and Kara seas
that we have been concerned
with, probably keeping mainly to
coastal waters. But this was all finished by the time the first
voyagers from the west and the south came into the
area. Of
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FIG. I I . The Mangazeya Sea. This sheet, from an uncompleted Russianatlas of 1697, may come from a compilation of Russian maps made early in the seventeenth century (Belov e? al., 1980:App. 33).

those, the western Europeans - chiefly English and Dutchare the best known, because they left written accounts which
have survived. But Russian sailors’ knowledge of these waters
was both earlier and greater than that of the othersoutherners.
However, direct proof of this is hard to
find, either because the
participants wrote nothing down, or because any information
which was recorded was
regarded as a state secret. So what
ought tobe a notable page in the history of man’s struggle with
the unknown has to be inferred rather than demonstrated.
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